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• Pre statement of the problem
• 2-3 sentences of known literature
• Hypothesis to be tested
• 3-4 sentences of the methods used
• 3-4 sentences of the results and discussion
• 1 sentences of conclusion
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Should consist of three main sections: 

• First section should explain what is the problem that the 
paper will address, where and why there is a need for this 
work in the context of the present literature

• Second section should describe what is already known 
concerning the field in the present literature (this section 
provides the bests of why the statements are made in the 
first section

• Third section should briefly explain how the question will be 
addressed within the paper and what will be shown

Introduction
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• There should be an introductory section that 
describes the materials to be used in the study

• For each method used there should be a separate 
section with its own heading that describes in detail 
how the method was performed.

• It is acceptable to refer to prior research but it 
should be easy for any other competent researcher 
to repeat the study (you want people to use your 
methods)

Materials and Methods
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• The length of the results section varies with the journal 
to which you are submitting ( in fact some journals 
encourage results and discussion in one section)

• For a pure results section describe the experiment and 
the result precisely but without prejudice or judgments

• Each separate piece of data (table, chart, or image) 
should have its own section and precise description

• It's important that significant differences are noted 
(consider the difference between statistical significance 
and actual significant)

Results
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Discussion
• Opening paragraph should summarize the research 

reflecting the question developed in the introduction 
and how the present work has addressed that 
question

• In general only have four discursive paragraphs that 
examine the results and where they have been 
surprising or interesting and in particular how they 
relate to the known literature

• Final section should state the major conclusion and 
how it can be generalized to the scientific community 
at large
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Final Notes
• For high impact research it is important that the main 

research question is well presented and is of interest to 
people outside of your immediate field.

• Quality of the actual experiments and data presented is 
critical

• Placement of the work in the context of the known literature 
is also key

• The watch word is generalizability



Tips for Publishing in Scientific Journals

Then make sure that the questions you investigate are important and of interest to 
others in the field.  
the most successful papers are those that present innovative research. But the best 
papers also present their story in a clear and logical way. 
The thinking behind the paper is clear, so the writing is clear. 
Writing research papers with all these qualities can require a bit of strategic thinking, 
practice, and know-how.



Choose an appropriate journal 

• Aiming your paper at the most appropriate journal can save
much effort and reveal your results to the world sooner.

• Survey the various journals and see where your work would
fit best.

• Get advice from colleagues and others in the field who have
experience as authors, reviewers, and journal editors.

• It may be tempting to send your paper to a top journal even if
your results are not of the highest novelty or broadest
interest.

• But you can save time and reduce your frustration if you send
it to the appropriate journal first instead of waiting until it's
rejected by a top journal.



The reviewing process (I)

• Journals run by professional editorial staff (such as Science, 
which receives about 12,000 submissions per year)  
• The editor send papers out to peer reviewers--working scientists 
who evaluate your paper for accuracy, logic, and scientific interest. 
• Reviewers are chosen by the editor on the basis of their 
expertise in the field, often utilizing extensive databases 
assembled by the journal and the editor’s knowledge of the area.
• Some scientists are better reviewers than others--they are more 
critical and thorough, a fact that quickly becomes known to 
editors. 
• The review process can take anywhere from a few days to 
several weeks. After review, the editor makes a decision about 
publication, taking into account all of the feedback he or she has 
received.



The reviewing process (II)
• You can help the review process go smoothly by providing a
cover letter that includes, in very clear language, a concise version
of the whole logic of the paper that makes clear its importance
and context.
• These might include information about your own availability,
related work being reviewed at other journals (from your lab or
other labs), or the names of other scientists who are working on
the same problem and so would have a conflict of interest in
reviewing your paper. Keep the list short; otherwise, the editor will
be forced to ignore your list or get an uninformed review.
• If it is necessary to ask that a few individuals be excluded from
review, explain why.



Respond to reviewers' comments positively and 
constructively

You increase the chances of your paper being accepted if 
you make the assumption that the reviewers are offering 

their suggestions as constructive criticism
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